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Teachers also act as coach in academics, in sports and even in real life situations. The knowledge, talents and wisdoms that they possess have the power to coach the aspiring learners.

The teacher who renders coaching to students is also developing professional growth. Before a teacher could start to coach, the teacher has to conduct research and prepare all the necessary materials and learn the vital skills to be conveyed and be instructed to the students. It is better if the teacher is books ahead from the student-trainee.

The teacher acting as coach helps to increase the academic achievements of the students they are handling. The diligence and focus that teacher-coach manifests may deepen the understanding and knowledge of the students.

There are students who have learning difficulties because of wrong learning practice but the teacher-coach could easily resolve their individual challenges and assist them to attain literacy.

The effectiveness of the teacher-coach is unquestionable because they offer personalized services and selfless efforts just to make a difference in a learner. Their efficacy is evident on the products they shaped in academics, in sports or in real life.
The teacher-coach provides guidance to the students they handle. They help these students to focus their minds on the right goals, to have a proper path and to aspire for excellence.

The practice that teacher-coach coach exhibits may change lives and may yield well-motivated and successful individuals who know how to fight the battles in school and in the outside life.

The teacher-coaches are well-praised because they promote continuous improvement through education in the progress of knowledge, crafts and skills not for themselves but for their students.
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